Non Solus

11 September 2022

In which we may live
At the end of the week, three happy events became clear to me and events
to be and remain happy myself. I would like to share them with you.
As a man, as an old man but not written off.
I continue to marvel at new life.
especially with a family sweet human child.
That suddenly finds itself in the big, bigger world.
A few hours after the entrance in the waiting violence.
Am I as a waiting emotionally not inclined
to touch or address this miracle. Look old man,
be patient, a few more weeks.
Yesterday, after two months of patience,
the end happened to me, the end of the waiting.
I saw the sweet human child testing her senses.
he youngest and the oldest, clearly manifest.

A happy great-grandfather with his sixth great-grandchild.
That was my first big event at the end of this week.
On dees special mills -four course days,
where even our princess Beatrix was allowed to please it.
One of the four celebrated 300 years of existence
Thanks to foundation and volunteers for the management
.
Continuing the action; "Join us", Voluntary work okay.

Meeting volunteers, a fantastic idea.
The weather and the volunteers enthusiastic and radiant
social rays are decisive by the volunteers.
Mills and volunteers grind steadily.
Do not always form a visible refuge.
They are and are there precisely in the event of unexpected need.
In storms, well-being, grief, like the lifeboat

Camino Stand

Inloophuis Camino, centrum voor LEVEN met kanker ( Dutch )
That was my second big event at the end of this week.
The Queen of Queens has left the world silently.
Her example will continue in stories and sonatas.
The longest educated, her son Charles as King.
Will prove to be a good successor after his ascension to the throne.
The heavy inhuman task of living as King.
Is impossible in the changing world, as well as
almost like a God, call it a Deity.
Elisabeth's true character showed her worthy of being Queen.
Grief is the price we pay for love.
Her words for family choices, protocols for chords.
King Charles, wisdom in accepting this Kingship.
Where will it turn out that you had already acquired it as a human being.
Nevertheless, I am happy with this reflection, there with the British.
I see it with our monarchy more hopeful.
King without taking the place of being a God
. A human family fitting in the Dutch line.
That was my third big event at the end of this week.

And this was my third happy event. Partly happy because of the kingdom of the British as allies.
Strength was shown at the Second World War and its attitude was displayed when leaving the
colonial world. Also happy with our monarchy which anticipates the British Dynasty.
Extra Can you help me??
This beautiful Maple stands in front of the house Van de koster v.d Wouden. The address is; The
New Church J.A Beyerinkstraat 53 Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel Can anyone tell me why this Maple there
is and is a story. Nicolaas.overbeeke@gmail.copm
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